Districts

A Ballpark District
- Lively community integrated with entertainment and a new sports venue

B Eco-District
- A core of dense mixed-use development employing the latest in sustainable practices relating to energy and water on a district scale

C Allison District
- Dense, compact, transit-oriented mixed-use development along the reconnected street grid

D Gateway District
- Regional destination for shopping, offices, and entertainment with landmark architecture

E Industrial Mixed-Use
- Continued evolution of Scott's Addition combining entertainment, residential, office and industrial uses

F Office Park
- Secure office park or municipal fleet facilities

Open Space Network

1 Ballpark and Plaza
- Vibrant outdoor space activated by the baseball stadium

2 Northern Park
- Urban public space with passive lawns and a relaxing atmosphere

3 Landmark Bridge
- Bridge over the CDX train tracks connecting the parks and development on the north side to the southern Pulse Corridor

4 Southern Park
- Public space with sports fields and active-use activities for youth

5 Municipal Flex Site
- Possible school, municipal building or public space

6 Pedestrian Bridges
- Safe and comfortable urban bridges over the train tracks

7 Neighborhood Parks
- Small nodes of public space in which neighborhood activities are centered

Complete Streets
- Streets for everyone designed and operated to enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit riders incorporating green infrastructure